Across
1 Watching sandpipers perhaps
6 Historic Newark house used by General Cornwallis
9 “The Help” star, first name
11 Word used to describe Rehoboth Beach boutiques
12 Delaware river fish, Sea _____
13 Go down the 13 or the 1 perhaps
15 Wetlands plant
18 Leaves the shore, in a way
20 Equipment you can see in Lewes’s Preservation Forge
22 Relish
25 Shelter, at sea
26 With undue haste
28 Chop’s go-with
30 _____ Valley, the first winery in Delaware
31 Ending for ballad and car
33 Beach Boys’ subject
34 Word with roller or ice
37 Henley or Johnson
38 Pull in the big one, perhaps
39 Former “Nylon Capital of the World”

Down
1 Keyword in a Drifter’s song title
2 Golden dog
3 Brown, for one
4 Nickel, abbreviation
5 The disc variety is available at Cape Henlopen
6 Sleeps under the night sky
7 Moved a canoe
8 It’s cut and dried
10 Musical scale note
14 Long fish
16 Prohibition was one
17 Sticky stuff
19 Bikini part
21 Close
22 Sea Witch Festival fish
23 Tourist
24 Beer buy
26 Danger to shipping
27 Tin symbol
29 Beach bird
32 Night hooter
33 Daily riser
34 Place to unwind
35 Buzzing about
36 Book’s final word